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Hawaii’s popular vegan cafe and restaurant, Peace Cafe Hawaii 

Grand opening on November 1st (Fri) at Shibuya Scramble Square 

Featuring popular items including the main location’s specialty, Vegan Loco Moco! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peace Cafe is the number one cafe in Hawaii chosen by Japanese people, and has continually received high 

acclaim such as in local gourmet magazines. The first Japanese location will open as “Peace Cafe Hawaii 

(Deli)” on November 1st (Fri) in the Tokyu Food Show EDGE on the 2nd floor underground at Shibuya 

Scramble Square Shops & Restaurants Area. 

 

Peace Cafe was founded in 2010 as the first vegan cafe in Hawaii. In addition to not using chemical fertilizers, 

pesticides and additives based on the motto of food safety, the cafe provides healthy food using carefully 

selected Hawaiian grown fresh organic vegetables to contribute to the health of the people in Hawaii. This 

cafe is very popular locally in Hawaii and has won numerous awards such as local gourmet magazines. It also 

took first place in the cafe category of 111-HAWAII AWARD which is given by Japanese people. 

 

Peace Cafe is coming to Japan to provide vegan dishes which utilize the techniques of a Japanese cuisine chef 

and Hawaii based on the ideas of great “taste, fun and health”. Enjoy creative healthy dishes that can only be 

found here! 

 

Menu Items for Peace café Hawaii in Tokyo 

 

Customized Deli Plate 

Starting from ¥1,059 (¥980 without tax) 

Main dish, side dish, salad and black rice or quinoa 

*The Vegan Loco Moco is an additional ¥130. 
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Vegan Loco Moco 

This is Hawaii’s classic Loco Moco prepared vegan style. The vegan patties are packed 

with flavor including plenty of the superfood quinoa as well as vegetables, spices and 

seasonings. The vegan fried egg is made of tofu and has the look and taste of a real fried 

egg. About 30 different ingredients are combined to bring out the genuine flavor of the 

vegetables for a refreshing and rich tasting stewed Demi glacé sauce. This amazing dish 

brings together a variety of each taste such as crisp, smooth, rich and spicy. 

 

 

Vegan Mochiko Chicken 

This is Hawaii’s classic Mochiko Chicken prepared vegan style. The outside is crispy due 

to the glutinous rice flour and the insides are juicy. The specially blended spices and 

marinade create a lingering after. 

 

 

Crispy Tempeh Cutlets 

The fermented tempeh is marinated in original sauce and deep fried with large bread 

crumbs for a crispy cutlet. No animal based foods are used, so there is a distinctively 

refreshing aftertaste. Enjoy with the refreshing and rich cutlet sauce slowly crafted with 

vegetables and spices.  

 

 

Original Tofu Cutlets 

This specialty popular in Hawaii is made by steaming tofu in original sauce then deep 

frying in sunflower oil. The insides are soft and juicy while the outsides are crispy like the 

tempeh. Enjoy specially crafted cutlet sauce.  

 

 

Hawaiian Tofu Poke 

This is Hawaii’s classic poke made with tofu. The original secret poke sauce crafted 

especially for tofu was made through researching genuine Hawaiian poke sauce for a great 

taste you can repeatedly enjoy. Enjoy the refreshing salad-like sensation. 

 

 

◆Drinks 

Green Smoothie 

Large: ¥843 (¥780 without tax), Small: ¥627 (¥580 without tax) 

This smoothie is loaded with calcium-packed kale. This tasting smoothie has the rich sweet taste of dates. 
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Sunshine Smoothie 

Large: ¥843 (¥780 without tax), Small: ¥627 (¥580 without tax) 

Enjoy this one-of-a-kind smoothie featuring fruits such as  

pineapple, mango and oranges as well as hidden spices. 

 

Pitaya Smoothie 

Large: ¥843 (¥780 without tax), Small: ¥627 (¥580 without tax) 

This smoothie is made with the famous superfood pitaya. The vivid colors give this a tropical vibe.  

 

Mixed Berry Smoothie 

Large: ¥843 (¥780 without tax), Small: ¥627 (¥580 without tax) 

Mixed berries including strawberries are flavored with a gentle sweetness with sweeteners such as maple syrup 

for a refreshing and rich taste. 

 

Kinako Latte 

Large: ¥519 (¥480 without tax), Small: ¥346 (¥320 without tax) 

This item is popular at the Hawaiian main location. This soy milk latte has a smooth and gentle sweetness 

made with secret Japanese ingredients and maple syrup. 

 

Soft Serve Ice Cream Almond Milk 

Large: ¥540 (¥500 without tax) 

This premium soft served ice cream has the amazing taste of roasted almonds and  

the high quality sweetness of maple syrup with absolutely no milk or white sugar. 

 

Peace Cafe Hawaii Overview: 

Store name: Peace Cafe Hawaii 

Address: 2-24-12 Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 

B2F in the Tokyu Food Show EDGE at Shibuya Scramble Square Shops & Restaurants Area 

Opening date: November 1st 2019 

Website: www.peacecafehawaii.jp 

Instagram: peacecafehawaii_jp 

 

Download official images from the following link for listing: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/mrgo128xu2lu41p/AABXM6gwbVbj0QcGtcoBDRCea?dl=0 

 

Inquiries: 

Gakuto Ishikawa, Peace Cafe Hawaii PR Office 

E-mail：contact@peacecafehawaii.jp 


